Working Agenda

July 18, 2019
Day 1:

8:30-9a: Breakfast at the McGuire Classroom
9-9:30a: Introductions – Jeanette Pirlo
9:30-10a: Ice breaker – Sam Ocon
10:00-10:30a: Talk 1: Digitization and its Importance –Adania Flemming
10:30-10:45a: Break
10:45-11:20p: Talk 2: Basic of Photography –Zach Randall
11:20a-12p: Workshop Tutorial 1: Becoming familiar with your camera
12-1:00p: Lunch: Catered
1-1:45p: Talk 3: Setting up an imagining station and workflow–Zach Randall
1:45-2:30p: Workshop Tutorial 2: How to image properly with simple tools: smart
phones, simple digital camera, nicer digital camera with more settings, lighting
techniques. Begin imaging personal collection
2:30-2:45p: Break
2:45-3:30p: Talk 4: Imaging software for managing/improving images –Zach Randall —
Post-processing Demo: Common tricks to enhance images using post-processing
software to improve images, including scale bars
3:30-4:00p: Talk 5: The myFOSSIL App–Sadie Mills
4:00-4:15p: Group 1: Tour of Imaging and Digitization Set-Up at McGuire Center
4:15-4:30p: Group 2: Tour of Imaging and Digitization Set-Up at McGuire Center
Dinner on own
Homework for the day-continue imaging by playing with different light sources (sunlight,
hotel lighting, etc). Come back tomorrow with questions and problem solving.

July 19, 2019
Day 2:

8-8:30a: Meet in front of the Aloft to load up and go to the creek
8:30a-12:00p: Field Trip: Gainesville Creek: Opportunity to collect own specimens and
photograph under varying light conditions.
12-1:30p: Lunch: Catered; Questions on homework
1:30-2p: Talk 6: Databases: how are digitized collections used? – Shari Ellis
2-3:15p: Workshop Tutorial 3: Improve images from personal collection, and using
software to manipulate new images
3:15-3:30p: Break
3:30-5p: Workshop Tutorial 4: Continue using imaging software to improve images
Dinner on own

Homework for the day-continue imaging and manipulating images using software. Come
back tomorrow with questions and problem solving.

July 20, 2019
Day 3:

9-9:30p: Talk 7: Uploading to myFOSSIL e-museum –Jen Bauer
9:30-11a: Workshop Tutorial 5: Begin uploading to myFOSSIL and curating own collection
11a-12p: Workshop Tutorial 6: Continue photographing and manipulating images with help from workshop team and uploading to the e-museum.
12p-1:30p: Lunch: Catered; Questions on homework
1:30-3p: Workshop Tutorial 6: Continue photographing and manipulating images with help from workshop team and uploading to the e-museum.
3-3:30p: Concluding Thoughts; How to give workshop at home organization – Jeanette Pirlo